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One-step theory of two-photon photoemission
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A theoretical frame for two-photon photoemission is derived from the general theory of pump-
probe photoemission, assuming that not only the probe but also the pump pulse is sufficiently weak.
This allows us to use a perturbative approach to compute the lesser Green function within the
Keldysh formalism. Two-photon photoemission spectroscopy is a widely used analytical tool to study
non-equilibrium phenomena in solid materials. Our theoretical approach aims at a material-specific,
realistic and quantitative description of the time-dependent spectrum based on a picture of effectively
independent electrons as described by the local-density approximation in band-structure theory. To
this end we follow Pendry’s one-step theory of the photoemission process as close as possible and
heavily make use of concepts of multiple-scattering theory, such as the representation of the final
state by a time-reversed low-energy electron diffraction state. The formalism is fully relativistic and
allows for a quantitative calculation of the time-dependent photocurrent for moderately correlated
systems like simple metals or more complex compounds like topological insulators. An application
to the Ag(100) surface is discussed in detail.

I. INTRODUCTION

Different pump-probe photoemission experiments have
been developed in recent years as powerful techniques
to study the non-equilibrium dynamics of the electronic
degrees of freedom in condensed-matter systems.1–15

A widely used variant of time-resolved photoemis-
sion experiments is given by two-photon photoemission
(2PPE).16–21 A prominent application of 2PPE is to
study ultra-fast demagnetization processes in magnetic
solids.22–25 Besides the general interest in such non-
equilibrium phenomena, a variety of spectroscopic issues
like dichroic phenomena,26–28 spin-dependent life-times
of electronic states,29–31 quantum beats32,33 or delay-
dependent spectral-line width32,33 are of great scientific
interest.
While many theoretical investigations on time-

dependent correlation effects in solids had been per-
formed in recent years,34–41 their main focus has
been on the detailed understanding of the electronic
non-equilibrium dynamics of the solid and not so
much on the photoemission process itself. Many-body
calculations35,41 are often performed for simple sys-
tems and certain simplified model Hamiltonians, such as
Hubbard-type models, to allow for an application of cer-
tain techniques such as dynamical mean-field theory42–44

or time-dependent density functional theory.45

For a quantitative description of experiments, however,
it is of utmost importance to additionally account for
the effects of transition-matrix elements. This is essen-
tial, for example, to address 2PPE or pump-probe ex-
periments performed with linearly or circularly polarized
light.24,25 The corresponding polarization-dependent ef-
fects visible in the measured spectra24–26 are encoded in
the matrix elements. Furthermore, the explicit consider-
ation of the solid surface is inevitable since many pump-
probe experiments are realized by pumping into surface
states17,18,46–49 which serve as intermediate states. A
comprehensive and quantitative theory of time-resolved

photoemission, including 2PPE, must therefore account
for surface-related, final-state and transition-matrix ef-
fects in a quantum-mechanically coherent and consistent
way in addition to pure modeling of the time-dependent
electronic structure.

Our time-dependent one-step theory introduced
recently50 represents the first step toward such a the-
ory. From the very beginning, it is based on the form-
alism of Green functions on the Keldysh contour in the
complex time plane.51 This provides the natural interface
with many-body theory and thereby in principle allows
to incorporate time-dependent correlation effects beyond
a simple mean-field level or beyond the local-density ap-
proximation (LDA) of band-structure theory. For the
time-independent equilibrium state, it is already pos-
sible to account for many-body correlations by combin-
ing the density-functional with dynamical mean-field the-
ory (DFT+DMFT),52 as has been demonstrated success-
fully for various correlated systems in the last years.53–56

Moreover, the approach does quantitatively incorporate
all matrix-element, surface-related and final-state effects
and allows us to directly compare calculated spectra with
corresponding experimental data.

The goal of the present paper is to apply the gen-
eral formalism to the setup of 2PPE experiments. In
this case we can benefit from the fact that the initial
pump pulse is weak and can be treated perturbatively.
This greatly simplifies the evaluation of the theory and
provides us with a numerically tractable approach if, in
addition, many-body correlations beyond the LDA can
be disregarded. As a proof of principle, we consider
2PPE from the Ag(100) surface. The theory, however,
is in principle applicable to a wide range of materials
and problems. Examples comprise ultrafast demagnetiz-
ation processes, which are often studied for moderately
correlated systems.24,29,33,49 On the same level of accur-
acy our theoretical approach works for Rashba systems or
topological insulators which are recently of high scientific
interest for spintronics applications.19,21,22,47
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II. ONE-STEP DESCRIPTION OF
TWO-PHOTON PHOTOEMISSION

Angle-resolved photoemission from a system in
thermal equilibrium is conventionally treated by Pendry’s
one-step model57–59 which describes the photoemission
as a single coherent quantum process, including final-
state multiple-scattering effects in the bulk and at the
surface potential, dipole selection rules and effects of the
transition-matrix elements in general by describing the
photoemission final state as a time-reversed low-energy-
electron-diffraction (LEED) state. Coulomb-interaction
effects are accounted for on a mean-field-like level via the
one-particle Green function in the local-density approx-
imation of band-structure theory.60 Adopting the sudden
approximation implies that the description of the final
state is disentangled from the multiple-scattering theory
for the initial state. The one-step model has success-
fully been applied to a wide range of problems and spans
photocurrent calculations ranging from a few eV to more
than 10 keV61–64 at finite temperatures and from arbit-
rarily ordered65 and disordered systems.55 Strong elec-
tron correlations can be accounted for in addition via an
improved many-body modeling of the initial-state Green
function.53,54

There are already a few steps toward a general theory
of time-resolved photoemission by Freericks et al.,34,36,66

and Eckstein et al.67,68 followed by work from other
groups.37,69 Moreover, a first realistic description of
two-photon photoemission has been worked out.70 The
main complication for a numerically efficient computa-
tion of a time-resolved pump-probe photoemission spec-
trum consists in the determination of the lesser Green
function which depends on two independent time vari-
ables. This adds to the necessity to consider realistic
geometries, e.g., a semi-infinite stack of atomic layers,
to realistically model the surface region and to incor-
porate realistic electronic potentials typically obtained
from band-structure methods like the Korringa-Kohn-
Rostoker (KKR) method.71,72

To address two-photon photoemission experiments, we
here start from our recently proposed ab initio theory
of pump-probe photoemission50 where the system is as-
sumed to be exposed to a strong light pulse, described
by a light-matter interaction term V(t) added to the
Hamiltonian H. This drives the system’s state out of
equilibrium. The pump pulse is assumed to have a finite
duration. After the pump electronic relaxation processes
set in on a femtosecond time scale followed by slower
relaxation mechanisms involving lattice degrees of free-
dom. The latter are disregarded here. Under these con-
ditions the following expression for the transition prob-
ability Pk(t) can be derived:34,50

Pk(t) =
∑

αβ

M∗
kβMkα

∫ t

t0

dt′sW(t′)

∫ t

t0

dt′′sW(t′′)

e−iε(k)(t′−t′′)〈c†β(t
′)cα(t

′′)〉 . (1)

Here, k refers to the quantum numbers of the photoelec-
tron, sW(t) is the envelope function for the laser probe
pulse and Mkα the photoemission matrix element. For
the final state we have adopted the sudden approxima-
tion and assumed that the Coulomb interaction of the
high-energy photoelectron with the low-energy part of
the system can be neglected. The time-dependent correl-

ation function 〈c†β(t
′)cα(t

′′)〉 in Eq. (1) can be identified

with the lesser Green function G<(t′, t′′) which depends
on two time variables and is a matrix in the orbital in-
dices α and β. It is given by an equilibrium expecta-
tion value but is time inhomogeneous as the Heisenberg
time dependence is governed by the full and explicitly
time-dependent Hamiltonian Htot(t) = H + V(t). Ac-
cordingly, the central problem consists in computing the
lesser Green function which describes the temporal evol-
ution of the electronic degrees of freedom after the pump
pulse.
The calculations simplify substantially when consider-

ing a system of effectively independent electrons. In this
case, the lesser Green function can be written as:50

G<(t, t′) =
1

2
GR(t, t0)

∫
dEfT (E)

(GR
0 (E)−GA

0 (E))GA(t0, t
′) , (2)

where fT (E) denotes the Fermi distribution function and
t0 is a time just before the perturbation V(t) represent-
ing the pump pulse is switched on. GR

0 and GA
0 are

the energy-dependent retarded and advanced equilibrium
Green functions of the unperturbed system, i.e. before
the time t0. The retarded Green function GR(t, t′) for
the perturbed system must be obtained from the follow-
ing integral equation

GR(t, t′) = GR
0 (t, t

′) +

∫ t

t′
dτ GR

0 (t, τ)V(τ)G
R(τ, t′) ,

(3)
where V(τ) in its operator representation still may be
an arbitrarily strong perturbation. The corresponding
advanced Green function is simply given by GA(t, t′) =

(GR(t′, t))†.
To make use of these expressions we turn to the

real-space representation and to a fully relativistic four-
component formulation. Eq. (1) then reads as:

Pk||,εf (t) =

∫
d3r′

∫
d3r′′

∫ t

t0

dt′
∫ t

t0

dt′′e−iε(k||)(t
′−t′′)

× f
†
k||,εf

(r′) W(r′, t′) G<(r′, t′, r′′, t′′)

× W†(r′′, t′′) fk||,εf (r
′′) ,

(4)

where k|| is the component of the wave vector parallel to
the surface, and εf is the kinetic energy of the photoelec-
tron. Here one may use for the lesser Green function the
expansion

G<(r, t, r′, t′) =
∑

ΛΛ′

χΛ( r̂)g
<
ΛΛ′ (r, t, r′, t′)χ

†
Λ′( r̂

′) (5)
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where χΛ( r̂) denotes the relativistic spin-angular
functions73 with the spin-orbit (κ) and the magnetic (µ)
quantum numbers combined to Λ=(κ, µ). Furthermore,
fk||,εf (r) is the single-particle-like final state of the pho-
toelectron as usual in the form of a time-reversed spin-
polarized LEED state. The perturbation describing the
probe pulse, which is assumed as weak, is given by:

W(r, t) = W(t) = −sW(t) eα ·AW , (6)

where e is the electronic charge and using the dipole
approximation AW denotes the spatially constant amp-
litude of the electromagnetic vector potential correspond-
ing to the radiation field and its polarisation λW . The
three components αk of the vector α are defined as the
tensor product αk = σ1⊗σk for k = 1, 2, 3 and σk denote
the 2×2 Pauli spin matrices.
With this one can finally write the photocurrent within

the one-step model as:

I(εf ,k||, t) =
∑

Inq I′n′q′

∑

ΛΛ′

A
Inq†
Λ M

Inq I′n′q′

ΛΛ′ (t)AI′n′q′

Λ′ ,

(7)

where A represents the high-energy wave field73 and
where the matrix element M is defined by:

M
Inq I′n′q′

ΛΛ′ (t) = e2
∫ t

t0

dt′
∫ t

t0

dt′′ sW(t′)sW(t′′)

e−iε(k||)(t
′−t′′)

∫
d3r

∫
d3r′φ

f†
Λ (r)α ·AW

G<Inq I′n′q′(r, t′, r′, t′′)
(
α ·AW

)†

φ
f
Λ′(r

′) .

(8)

Summations run over the contributions coming from
atomic layers I, atomic cells n in layer I and sites q within
cell n.
In dealing with the perturbation W(t) (see Eq. (6)) it

is in practise often more convenient to use the so-called
gradient-V form. In this case, the corresponding single
electron potential V (r) at (Inq) may depend in the most
general case on the electronic spin. Explicit expressions
for the corresponding matrix elements split into an an-
gular and radial part which can be found elsewhere.73

To evaluate G<(r, t, r ′, t′) entering Eq. (8) by use
of Eq. (2) together with the Dyson equation (3), the

real-space representation of the retarded Green function
GR

0 (t, t
′) is needed. This is obtained by Fourier trans-

formation from the energy-dependent retarded Green
function GR

0 (r, r
′, E) which in turn may be evaluated in

a direct way by means of the KKR or multiple-scattering
formalism.74,75

GR
0 (r, r

′, E) = −ip̄
∑

Λ

[RIq
Λ (r, E)HIq×

Λ (r′, E) θ(r′ − r)

+HIq
Λ (r, E)RIq×

Λ (r′, E) θ(r − r′)]δII′δnn′δqq′

+
∑

ΛΛ′

R
Iq
Λ (r, E)GInq I′n′q′

ΛΛ′ (E)RI′q′×
Λ′ (r′, E) .

(9)
Here we assume that r is in the atomic cell (Inq) while
r ′ is in (I ′n′q′). The first term in Eq. (9) is the single-
site contribution to the Green function made up of the

regular (RIq
Λ ) and irregular (HIq

Λ ) solutions to the single
site Dirac equation for site (Inq) where the index n can
be dropped because of the two-dimensional periodicity
in a layer I. The sign ”×” distinguishes left-hand-side
solutions for the Dirac equation from the standard right-
hand-side ones.75 The second term in Eq. (9) represents
the back-scattering term which accounts for all scattering
events between sites (Inq) and (I ′n′q′) in a self-consistent
way.75 To calculate the so-called structural Green func-

tion GInq I′n′q′

ΛΛ′ occurring in that term several techniques
are available.72,74 Finally, the energy-dependent factor p̄
represents essentially the relativistic momentum.75

In the following an application of the scheme to 2PPE
spectroscopy will be presented. Accordingly, we now as-
sume that both, the pump V(τ) and the probe pulse
W(τ), are weak in intensity. As mentioned before,
this situation quantitatively describes the scenario of
two-photon photoemission spectroscopy. Consequently,
Eq. (3) can be solved perturbatively in first-order ap-

proximation by replacing GR by GR
0 on the right side of

Eq. (3). This leaves us with a simple integral expression

for GR while GR
0 is available from Eq. (9).

As a first step, we calculate the atomic-like contribu-
tion using the single-site part of Eq. (9) only. Substitut-
ing the Fourier transform of the single-scattering contri-
bution into Eq. (3), this site-diagonal term is obtained
as:
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G
R Inq Inq
at (r, t, r′, t′) = −

ip̄

2π

∑

Λ

∫
dEe−iE(t−t′)

[
R

Iq
Λ (r, E)HIq×

Λ (r′, E) θ(r′ − r) +H
Iq
Λ (r, E)RIq×

Λ (r′, E) θ(r − r′)
]

−
p̄2

4π2

∑

ΛΛ′

∫ t

t′
dt′′sV(t

′′)

∫
dEe−iE(t−t′′)

∫
dE′e−iE′(t′′−t′)

×
[
H

Iq
Λ (r, E)M

(1) Iq
ΛΛ′ (r′, r, E,E′)RIq×

Λ′ (r′, E′) +H
Iq
Λ (r, E)M

(2) Iq
ΛΛ′ (0, r<, E,E

′)HIq×
Λ′ (r′, E′)

+RIq
Λ (r, E)M

(3) Iq
ΛΛ′ (r>, rcr, E,E

′)RIq×
Λ′ (r′, E′) +R

Iq
Λ (r, E)M

(4) Iq
ΛΛ′ (r, r′, E,E′)HIq×

Λ′ (r′, E′)
]
,

(10)

with the four matrix element functions

M
(1) Iq
ΛΛ′ (ra, rb, E,E

′) =

∫ rb

ra

d3r′′R
Iq×
Λ (r′′, E) eα ·AV H

Iq
Λ′ (r

′′, E′) , (11)

M
(2) Iq
ΛΛ′ (ra, rb, E,E

′) =

∫ rb

ra

d3r′′R
Iq×
Λ (r′′, E) eα ·AV R

Iq
Λ′ (r

′′, E′) , (12)

M
(3) Iq
ΛΛ′ (ra, rb, E,E

′) =

∫ rb

ra

d3r′′H
Iq×
Λ (r′′, E) eα ·AV H

Iq
Λ′ (r

′′, E′) , (13)

M
(4) Iq
ΛΛ′ (ra, rb, E,E

′) =

∫ rb

ra

d3r′′H
Iq×
Λ (r′′, E) eα ·AV R

Iq
Λ′(r

′′, E′) . (14)

Here the real space representation for the pump pulse V(τ) has been split in analogy to Eq. (6) for the probe pulse
W(τ) and rcr is the critical radius of the sphere bounding the atomic cell and use has been made of the fact that
the system has two-dimensional periodicity. The symbols r< and r> in Eq. (10) are defined as r< = min(r, r′) and
r> = max(r, r′). In Eq. (11)-(14) ra and rb serve as dummy variables for the corresponding integration boundaries.
Furthermore, for M (1) and M (4) the constraint rb > ra must hold, otherwise they are zero. In addition to this
atomic-like part, the retarded Green function leads to two mixed contributions between single-scattering and multiple-
scattering events, as well as a double multiple-scattering contribution. First we present the two mixed contributions.
The first one is given by:

G
R Inq I′n′q′

m1 (r, t, r′, t′) = −
ip̄

4π2

∑

ΛΛ′Λ′′

∫ t

t′
dt′′sV(t

′′)

∫
dEe−iE(t−t′′)

∫
dE′e−iE′(t′′−t′)

×
[
H

Iq
Λ (r, E)M

(2) Iq
ΛΛ′ (0, r, E,E′)GInq I′n′q′

Λ′Λ′′ (E′)RI′q′×
Λ′′ (r′, E′)

+RIq
Λ (r, E)M

(4) Iq
ΛΛ′ (r, rcr, E,E

′)GInq I′n′q′

Λ′Λ′′ (E′)RI′q′×
Λ′′ (r′, E′)

]
. (15)

Here the structural Green function GInq I′n′q′

ΛΛ′ accounts for all multiple-scattering events for the propagation from site
(I ′n′q′) to site (Inq).
For the second mixed contribution we find:

G
R Inq I′n′q′

m2 (r, t, r′, t′) = −
ip̄

4π2

∑

ΛΛ′Λ′′

∫ t

t′
dt′′sV(t

′′)

∫
dEe−iE(t−t′′)

∫
dE′e−iE′(t′′−t′)

×
[
R

Iq
Λ (r, E)GInq I′n′q′

ΛΛ′ (E)M
(1) I′q′

Λ′Λ′′ (r′, rcr, E,E
′)RI′q′×

Λ′′ (r′, E′)

+RIq
Λ (r, E)GInq I′n′q′

ΛΛ′ (E)M
(2) I′q′

Λ′Λ′′ (0, r′, E,E′) HI′q′×
Λ′′ (r′, E′)

]
. (16)

As the last bulk-like contribution the multiple-to-multiple-scattering part GR Inq I′n′q′

mm is obtained as

GR Inq I′n′q′

mm (r, t, r′, t′) =
1

2π

∑

ΛΛ′

∫
dEe−iE(t−t′)R

Iq
Λ (r, E)GInq Inq′

ΛΛ′ (E)RI′q′×
Λ′ (r′, E)

+
1

4π2

∑

I′′n′′q′′

∑

ΛΛ′

∑

Λ′′Λ′′′

∫ t

t′
dt′′sV(t

′′)

∫
dEe−iE(t−t′′)

∫
dE′e−iE′(t′′−t′)

× R
Iq
Λ (r, E)GInq I′′n′′q′′

ΛΛ′ (E)M
(2) I′′q′′

Λ′Λ′′ (0, rcr, E,E
′)GI′′n′′q′′ I′n′q′

Λ′′Λ′′′ (E′)RI′n′q′×
Λ′′′ (r′, E′) .

(17)
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The total double-time dependent bulk-like radial part of
the retarded Green function follows by summing the four
different contributions presented above:

GR Inq I′n′q′ (r, t, r′, t′) = G
R InqInq
at (r, t, r′, t′)

+ G
R Inq I′n′q′

m1 (r, t, r′, t′)

+ G
R Inq I′n′q′

m2 (r, t, r′, t′)

+ GR Inq I′n′q′

mm (r, t, r′, t′) .

(18)

It remains to calculate the surface contribution of the
time-resolved photocurrent. Especially in the case where
the image-potential states76 serve as intermediate states
in the two-photon photoemission process, it is essential
to describe all surface-related electronic states including
the image states in a realistic way. In the static ver-
sion of the one-step model this is usually realized by em-
ploying a Rundgren-Malmström barrier potential.77 This
approach can be generalized to the time-dependent case.
We start with an appropriate formulation of the retarded
free-electron Green function

GR
0,surf(r, r

′, E) =
∑

kg

Ψkg
(r)Ψ†

kg
(r′)

E − ε(kg) + iδ
, (19)

where g denotes a two-dimensional reciprocal lattice vec-
tor and kg the corresponding wave vector for energy
ε = ε(kg). The Fourier transform is

GR
0,surf(r, t, r

′, t′) = −iθ(t− t′)
∑

kg

Ψkg
(r)Ψ†

kg
(r′)

e−iε(kg)(t−t′) . (20)

The scattering properties of the surface potential can
be expressed in terms of the barrier scattering matrix
M±±

gg δgg′ . With the Kronecker delta, M is a diagonal
matrix, i.e., corrugation effects in the surface poten-
tial are neglected.77 This matrix is represented as an
additional surface layer in the formalism and is typic-
ally located in front of the first atomic layer at the dis-
tance zS, which defines the so-called image plane.77 Given
this matrix, plane-wave amplitudes a+0g and d−0g can be
defined, where the first amplitude is emitted by the sur-
face barrier and the second one is emitted by the semi-
infinite stack of atomic layers.59,73 The corresponding
amplitude emitted from the semi-infinite bulk may be
denoted by b−1g, and d

+
1g represents its reflected counter-

part. These four amplitudes satisfy the following linear
system of equations:

d−0g = P−
0gb

−
1g + P−

0g

∑

g′

R−+
gg′ d

+
1g′ ,

d+1g = P+
0ga

+
0g + P+

0g

∑

g′

M+−
gg ′d

−
0g′ , (21)

where P± denote the free electron Green functions which
propagate the wave field between the first atomic layer

and the surface layer. The amplitude a+0g can also be cal-
culated by standard multiple-scattering techniques. The
result is:

a+0g(zS) =
Aze

−iq·cS

2ωck+gzS

zS∫

−∞

dze
−i(qz+k+

gzS
)(z−czS)V ′

Bψ
∗
g(z) .

(22)

This plane wave amplitude appears directly proportional
to the gradient of the surface potential VB. Here, R−+

denotes the bulk-reflection matrix and ψ∗
g(z) represents

the wave function of the intermediate state in the barrier
region. The amplitude b−1g is also known from standard
multiple-scattering techniques applied to the calculation
of the initial-state wave function between the different
layers of the semi-infinite bulk.59 Consequently, the two
amplitudes d−0g and d+1g can be calculated from the system

of linear equations which is defined above. For d−0g we
find:

d−0g =
∑

g′

{
(1− P−R−+P+M+−)−1P−

}
gg′ b

−
1g′

+
∑

g ′

{
(1− P−R−+P+M+−)−1P−R−+P+

}
gg′ a

+
0g′ ,

(23)

and d+1g results in:

d+1g =
∑

g′

(P+M+−)gg′d−0g′ +
∑

g′

P+
gg ′a

+
0g′ . (24)

Having these coefficients calculated, the wave field of the
intermediate state at the image plane can be expressed
within a plane-wave representation:

Ψkg
(r) =

(
a+0ge

ik+
g (r−rS) + d−0ge

ik−
g (r−rS)

)
.

(25)

The corresponding expansion in spherical harmonics
gives:

Ψkg
(r) =

∑

Λ

HΛΨΛ,kg
(r)χΛ(r̂) , (26)

with the spherical coefficients

HΛ′ =
∑

gs

4πil
′

(−2s)(−)µ
′−sCΛ′

s

[
a+0gsY

s−µ′

l′ (k̂+g ) + d−0gsY
s−µ′

l′ (k̂−g )
]
. (27)

For an explicit calculation of the retarded surface Green
function the radial part of the spherical wave field is
needed. Unfortunately, the surface potential is a func-
tion of the Cartesian coordinate z only, and so is the
corresponding wave function. This means that the wave
function is not directly available. Nevertheless, as a good
approximation we define:

ΨΛ,kg
(z) ≈ ΨLK

Λ,kg
(r) , (28)
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where ΨLK
Λ,kg

(r) represents the spherical wave function

which belongs to an empty-sphere potential of the first
vacuum layer. This approximation works well because in
self-consistent TB-SPRKKR72 electronic-structure cal-
culation a set of vacuum layers is typically used, which
is located on top of the first atomic layer. Due to the
charge transfer from the first atomic layer into the empty
sphere potentials of the first and second vacuum layers,
these empty-sphere potentials represent in a reasonable
approximation the polynomial region of the surface po-
tential. Within the local spin-density formalism, the sur-
face retarded Green function is then given by

GR
0,surf(r, t, r

′, t′) =
∑

Λ,Λ′kg

e−iε(kg)(t−t′)

HΛH
∗
Λ′ΨLK

Λ,kg
(r)ΨLK†

Λ′,kg
(r)χΛ(r̂)χ

†
Λ′(r̂′) , (29)

where the θ-function has been omitted since the condition
t > t′ is fulfilled. Inserting the expression for GR

0,surf in

Eq. (3), the retarded surface Green function in first-order
approximation reads

GR
surf(r, t, r

′, t′) =
∑

Λ,Λ′kgkg′

e−iε(kg)(t−t′)

Ekgkg′ (t, t
′)ΨLK

Λ,kg
(r)ΨLK†

Λ′,kg′
(r′)

(30)

with

Ekgkg ′ (t, t
′) = δkgkg′ −Bkgkg′Fkgkg′ (t, t

′) , (31)

and where

Fkgkg′ (t, t
′) =

∫ t

t′
dt′′sν(t

′′)e
−i(εk

g′ −εkg )(t
′′−t′)

(32)

and

Bkgkg′ =
∑

ΛΛ′

H∗
ΛM

surf
ΛΛ′

kgkg′

HΛ′ . (33)

The radial part of the surface matrix element is defined
as:

M surf
ΛΛ′

kgkg′

=

∫ rcr

0

dr′′3Ψ×
Λkg

(r′′) eα ·AV ΨΛ′kg′ (r
′′) .

(34)

The total double-time-dependent radial part of the re-
tarded Green function follows by summing the five con-
tributions discussed above:

GR Inq I′n′q′(r, t, r′, t′) = GR InIn
at (r, t, r′, t′)

+ G
R Inq I′n′q′

m1 (r, t, r′, t′)

+ G
R Inq I′n′q′

m2 (r, t, r′, t′)

+ GR Inq I′n′q′

mm (r, t, r′, t′)

+ GR
surf(r, t, r

′, t′) . (35)

Having GR Inq I′n′q′ calculated numerically, G<Inq I′n′q′

can be obtained via Eq. (2). Finally, with Eqs. (7) and
(8) one may compute the time-dependent 2PPE signal.

III. 2PPE FROM AG(100)

As a first application the theory is applied to the
(100) surface of Ag, i.e., to a prototypical simple para-
magnetic metal. We compute the lesser Green func-
tion and the 2PPE spectrum within multiple-scattering
theory in a fully relativistic way by using the Munich
SPRKKR program package in its tight-binding version.78

The spherically symmetric potential was obtained within
atomic-sphere approximation (ASA) and the correspond-
ing single-site wave functions serve as input quantities for
the calculation of the lesser Green function. The latter
is obtained in two steps: First we determine the retarded
Green function from the respective Dyson equation (3)
where we treat the perturbation to first order in the
pump-pulse strength. Second, the lesser Green function
is calculated from Eq. (2). The solutions of the condi-
tional equations for the Green functions are obtained by
numerical matrix operations, where the expansion into
spherical harmonics includes orbital quantum numbers
up to l = 2. The two radial coordinates r and r′ are
restricted to the ASA sphere. With respect to the dy-
namical degrees of freedom, the equations are Fourier-
transformed from time to energy space. To this end we
choose an equidistant mesh for the two time variables
t and t′ with a time step of ∆t = 1 fs. The energy-
dependent retarded KKR Green function is calculated for
a complex energy, with an energy-dependent imaginary
part Vi(E) = 0.05 + 0.01(E −EF)

2 in eV, to account for
damping effects due to inelastic scattering events. There-
with, the life-time broadenings of the first and second
images states, Γ1 = 21 meV and Γ2 = 5 meV, are ac-

FE

fE

vacE

nE

iE

Delay0

P
ro

be

P
um

p

Figure 1. (Color online) Schematic presentation of 2PPE pro-
cess with the energy-resolved measurement mode for spin-
integrated spectroscopy.
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Figure 2. (Color online) Intensity profiles of the first three
Rydberg states calculated for the Ag(100) surface with an
excitation energy of 6.02 eV. The work function has been set
to Φ = 4.6 eV.

counted for quantitatively.79 Concerning the numerical
effort, this also helps to reduce the number of energy
grid points necessary for a numerically accurate Fourier
transformation. Converged results are obtained for an
energy window of about 3.0 eV around the Fermi level
EF ≡ 0.
Our calculations refer to the energy-resolved opera-

tional mode of an 2PPE experiment as schematically
shown in Fig. 1.80 In this mode the time delay between
the pump and probe pulses is fixed, and a kinetic-energy
spectrum of the excited electrons is recorded. For a given
kinetic energy Ekin, the energy of the intermediate state
E, with respect to the Fermi level EF = 0, is obtained
by E = Ekin − hνprobe + Φ from the photon energy of
the probe pulse hνprobe and the work function Φ. The
initial-state energy is Ei = Ekin − hνpump − hνprobe +Φ.
Evac denotes the vacuum level in Fig. 1.
Calculations are performed for a Gaussian pump pulse

with mean energy hνpump = 4.02 eV to reach the first
image-potential state of the Ag(100) surface which is loc-
ated at about 4 eV above the Fermi level (the work func-
tion is Φ = 4.6 eV). The full width at half maximum of
the pulse is chosen as FWHM = 2.0 fs, and the maximum
amplitude of the pulse is located at time t = 3.0 fs, i.e.,
for t0 = 0 [see Eqs. (2) and (3)] the system can be as-
sumed to be in its ground state. In principle, this setup
provides the possibility to study the dependence of en-
ergetics and dynamics on the parallel component of the
wave vector k||, but we restrict the present study to nor-
mal emission, k|| = 0. Using a pump photon energy of
hνpump = 4.02 eV it is possible to directly excite the first
image state which is considered to serve as intermediate
state in our pump-probe scenario.
In Fig. 2 we present a conventional inverse photoemis-

sion spectrum calculated in normal emission with linear
p-polarized light. The spectrum uncovers the first few
image-potential states at energies just below the vacuum

level (4.6 eV above EF). As the most prominent feature
we observe a sharp peak at 4.02 eV above EF, which is
identified as the first image state of the Ag(100) surface.
The second and the third image states are also visible
and show up at about 4.37 eV and 4.44 eV above EF,
respectively.
Before proceeding with the discussion to the ac-

tual 2PPE calculations, we concentrate on the time-
dependent population n(t) of the intermediate image
state. This can be computed from the lesser Green func-
tion by integrating over a representative sphere within
the surface layer

n(t) = −i

∫

surf

d3r G<(r, t, r, t) . (36)

The use of a single ASA sphere which is located in the
first atomic layer is well justified because an image state
is represented by a two dimensional electron gas located
in front of the first atomic layer, pinned in energy just
below the vacuum level. n(t) is shown in Fig. 3 for differ-
ent initial-state energies Ei around EF = 0. As expected,
the population of the first image-potential state increases
with time, where the maximum population appears at
the maximum amplitude of the pump pulse, and then de-
creases again. Physically, the depopulation of the image
state on a femtosecond time scale is mediated by electron-
electron scattering processes which, however, are not yet
included in the formalism explicitly. These processes are
rather accounted for on a phenomenological level by the
energy-dependent life-time, i.e., by the imaginary part of
the complex energy. Furthermore, we find that the de-
population of the first image state sensitively depends on
the initial-state energy. At Ei = 0 the relaxation is much
slower and reveals a plateau-like structure for later times
while for Ei = ±0.2 eV the decay of n(t) is faster. This
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ni
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E
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Figure 3. (Color online) Time-dependent occupation number
n(t) of the first image state calculated for the Ag(100) surface
as a function of the initial-state energy Ei.
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Figure 4. (Color online) Time-dependent intensity distribu-
tions P (t) as a function of the initial-state energy Ei for linear
p-polarized light.

can be ascribed to the fact that, for the given pump en-
ergy, only at Ei = 0 there are physical excitations from
occupied states at EF into the first image state while for
Ei 6= 0 transitions are virtual, i.e., they more or less vi-
olate the energy-conservation condition and must decay
exponentially on a much shorter time scale.

In Fig. 4 we present a series of calculated time-
dependent total intensities in normal emission. Time-
dependent photoemission intensities P (t) are shown for
linearly p-polarized light and for different initial-state
energies Ei ranging from −0.5 eV to 0.5 eV relative to
EF = 0. The calculations have been done for the same
pump as discussed above and for a probe pulse with a
mean energy of 2.0 eV to lift the electrons from the in-
termediate image state to states above the vacuum level.
If energy conservation held, i.e., disregarding the uncer-
tainty principle, their kinetic energy would be given by
1.4 eV. The maximum amplitude of the Gaussian profiles
of the pump and probe pulses, with FWHM 2.0 fs each,
have been placed at 3.0 fs and 7.0 fs, respectively, i.e.,
the time delay is fixed at 4.0 fs.

As can be seen in Fig. 4, the maximum intensity is
reached for all initial-state energies at about 7.0 fs, i.e.,
at the temporal peak maximum of the probe pulse – as
expected. As a function of the kinetic energy, or equival-
ently as a function of Ei, and starting from Ei = −0.5 eV,
the intensity increases, reaches its maximum for Ei = 0
and then decreases again. This behavior reflects the
peak-like structure in the corresponding 2PPE experi-
ment with a peak maximum at about 1.4 eV kinetic en-
ergy.

However, the spectra presented in Fig. 4 cannot be
compared directly with corresponding experimental data,
because a 2PPE experiment usually works in a time-
integrated mode. The time resolution is defined by the
pump-probe time delay and typically lies in a regime of

100 fs up to 1 ps.17,29 While the time scale considered in
our present model calculation is much shorter, this should
not be seen as a major problem. As long as the first-order
approximation in Eq. (3) is valid, the time scales are es-
sentially controlled by the retarded KKR Green function
which is homogeneous in time, GR

0 (t, t
′) = GR

0 (t − t′).
Hence, substantially longer times are accessible with es-
sentially the same computational effort. Only the num-
ber of energy values E and E′, which are used in the
Fourier transformations must be increased by a certain
factor to guarantee for a comparable numerical accuracy
in the calculation of P (t).

In principle, comparison with the experimental 2PPE
spectrum can be achieved by integrating the time-
dependent intensities shown in Fig. 4 for each Ei. Here,
this is done for the time interval up to t = 15 fs. Fig. 5
displays the resulting 2PPE spectra where the time-
averaged intensity is plotted as a function of the kinetic
energy corresponding to the respective initial-state en-
ergy Ei indicated in Fig. 4.

We find a well-defined peak structure with a maximum
of the intensity at about 1.4 eV kinetic energy and a
weaker shoulder at higher energies. According to the
chosen photon energies for the pump and for the probe
pulse, the main peak is easily identified as the 2PPE sig-
nal from the first image state. The weak shoulder can
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Figure 5. (Color online) Integrated intensity rates calculated
for the energy-resolved mode for a fixed pump-probe delay of
4 fs (see Fig.4). Each point in the intensity distribution rep-
resents a time-dependent intensity rate integrated over the
interval from 0–15 fs. The corresponding time-dependent in-
tensity rates were taken from Fig. 4.
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be assigned to the second and third image state. In this
way, besides the fact that the experimental and theoret-
ical time scales are quite different, a direct comparison
between our model calculations and corresponding ex-
perimental data, as for example published by Shumay et
al.,46 is feasible.

IV. SUMMARY

We have presented a theoretical frame for the descrip-
tion and analysis of two-photon photoemission experi-
ments which is derived from the general theory of pump-
probe photoemission by assuming that the pump pulse
is weak in intensity. The key quantity to describe time-
revolved photoemission is the lesser Green function. We
have shown that this quantity is theoretically and numer-
ically accessible for surfaces of realistic materials. For
effectively independent electrons, this is achieved by ex-
pressing the lesser Green function in terms of retarded
and advanced Green functions. The latter are obtained
from a standard Dyson equation, where the perturbation
is given by the pump pulse and treated perturbatively in

lowest order and where the unperturbed Green function
is computed within multiple-scattering theory in a fully
relativistic way by using the Munich SPRKKR program
package in its tight-binding version. As a first test case,
the theory has been applied to the (100) surface of Ag
as a prototypical example of a simple metal. Our test
calculations based on a new numerical implementation
clearly demonstrate the numerical feasibility of quantit-
ative time-resolved spectroscopic analysis for real mater-
ials.
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